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Abstract Internet-based e-Learning has experienced a
boom and bust situation in the past 10 years [32]. To
bring in new forces to knowledge-oriented e-Learning, this
paper addresses the semantic integration issue of multi-
media resources and learning processes with theoretical
learning supports in an integrated framework. This paper
proposes a context-mediated approach that aims to enable
semantic-based inter-operations across knowledge domains,
even across the WWW and the Semantic Web [8]. The pro-
posed semantic e-Learning framework enables intelligent
operations of heterogeneous multi-media contents based
on a generic semantic context intermediation model. This
framework supports intelligent e-Learning with a knowl-
edge network for knowledge object visualization, an en-
hanced Kolb’s learning cycle [31] to guide learning prac-
tices, and a learning health care framework for personalized
learning.

Keywords Semantic integration · Context · Multi-media ·
Semantic e-Learning · Learning supports

1 Introduction

In the past 10 years, the Internet-based e-Learning mar-
ket has gone through a boom and bust hyper cycle [32].
However, there is no doubt that e-Learning has become
very popular in enterprises and education systems. Big com-
panies such as Cisco Systems, DELL, Sun Microsystems
commit to e-Learning solutions in order to reduce em-
ployee training cost and to facilitate knowledge sharing
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among employees. In this case, publishing multimedia
learning resources online fulfills the basic requirements of
work-related short-term learning. In contrast, e-Learning in
schools and universities is different, where e-Learning is
more widely used as an assistant or complementary ap-
proach to facilitate traditional learning or to enable dis-
tance learning. In higher education, there are several popu-
lar learning management systems (LMS) on the market such
as Blackboard [10] and WebCT [52]. However, this does
not imply that the whole e-Learning industry is fully back
to a healthy development track. As Woodill pointed out in
[54], the most critical problems of the current e-Learning
industry are the lack of practical semantic multi-media
learning support and pedagogical learner-centric learning
support.

Nevertheless, there are some valuable efforts towards
improving the quality of modern e-Learning, such as
the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) standard [35] from
IEEE and the Shareable Content Object Reference Model
(SCORM) [47] from Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL)
initiative. These standardization efforts aim at populating
learning specifications in content description and content
delivery in order to facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse
across platforms and systems. However, the multi-media se-
mantics issue has not been addressed in depth, neither have
the pedagogy and learning theory issues in relation to learn-
ing processes.

In an attempt to address the two important issues in an
integrated environment, this paper presents a context-based
semantic integration framework for intelligent e-Learning.
In contrast to the existing specifications that focus on con-
tent description and delivery, this paper looks into a more
general solution in integrating the content of multi-media
learning resources and learning processes at the semantic
level in order to provide a learner-centric pedagogy-
supported e-Learning environment. The proposed frame-
work features a semantic context aware approach in
intermediating semantics from heterogeneous sources. A
context model is presented for the multi-media semantic
integration in cooperation with a special learning service
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schema to guide e-Learning operations. Related multi-media
resources semantics generation and retrieval issues are ad-
dressed with the support of a prototype system.

Based on the context model proposed, this framework
enables further support of learner-centric intelligent learn-
ing (especially self-directed learning) from several differ-
ent perspectives. The first is a multi-dimensional knowl-
edge network for knowledge-object visualization in order
to facilitate content coordination across the modules and
learning processes; the second is an enhanced e-Learning
model of Kolb’s famous learning cycle [31] to guide learning
practices; and the third is a learning health care framework
with the support of intelligent Agents to enable user-friendly
learning problem diagnosing processes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related work of semantic integration and multime-
dia content management in the context of computing and
e-Learning, respectively. Section 3 details the new context-
mediated approach on multi-media semantic integration.
Section 4 presents some new approaches to support intelli-
gent e-Learning. Section 5 summarizes the paper and points
out future work directions.

2 Related work

2.1 Semantic integration in computing context

Semantic integration has become an inevitable issue in dis-
tributed computing environments [15], especially on the
WWW and the emerging Semantic Web (SW) [8]. Semantic-
oriented web applications often use information referring to
the multiple ontologies and schemas. Interoperability among
those intelligent applications critically depends on the ontol-
ogy and schema mapping between them, which is still a very
labour-intensive manual process. Consequently semantic in-
tegration has been recognised as a bottleneck in the deploy-
ment of a wide variety of information management applica-
tions [15].

Research in semantic integration spans many comput-
ing fields such as Databases, Artificial Intelligence and
Web Intelligence. Proposed typical approaches include on-
tology mapping and integration [2, 48], schema manipula-
tion [9, 17], and interpretation [23]. Nevertheless, there is
no good generic and intelligent ontology mapping solution
working across domains and applications over the Web at
this moment [16]. On the other hand, it also indicates the sig-
nificance and complexity of common sense knowledge for-
malization work of McCarthy [36] in context research. His
continuous work towards machine understanding and logic
reasoning for the SW still features the context awareness
[22], which reemphasizes the importance of taking context
into consideration in semantics processing.

To address the semantic integration issue from another
perspective, there have been some interesting efforts in se-
mantic interoperation from academia using algebra [29] and
information flow theories [46]. Most industrial and business

efforts focus on semantic interoperability issues in standard-
ization, for example ISO/IEC 11179 Metadata Registries
[27], ISO 12620 Computer applications in terminology—
Data categories [28].

2.2 Multimedia content management

In the field of multimedia computing, content management
research on solo medium content processing has made some
significant progresses in recent years. Zhu et al. present a
video content summarization approach using hierarchical
content structures and unified semantic and visual similarity
[57]. In [57], Zhu et al. also give a good overview of related
video summarization technologies in terms of video sum-
mary style in pictorial summary, video skimming, and data
distribution map. Most related work in this area essentially
focuses on visual content, which will be helpful to work
with high level annotations and descriptions interfacing with
video and image/visual retrieval [1, 4–6, 30].

The arrival of the MPEG-7 standard was an important
evolution in modelling and representing the audio-visual
content. MPEG-7 has changed traditional feature-based
audio/visual retrieval approaches that focus on low-level
audio-visual features (e.g. colour, shape, etc.) to a high-level
of content representation [12, 20]. However, one of the chal-
lenging problems in MPEG-7 based retrieval techniques is
that MPEG-7 itself is quite limited in representing the se-
mantics of multimedia resources, which is shown in Seman-
tic Views Query Language [19]. MPEG-7 itself is still an in-
frastructure in media content structuring based on XML. To
reach the semantic level representation and understanding,
MPEG-7 needs external schema and ontologies supports. In
this case, the problem in multimedia semantic content man-
agement goes back to the general semantic integration issue
on the Webs.

2.3 Semantic integration in e-Learning context

IEEE LOM standard 1.0 specifies a set of over 47 ele-
ments in 9 categories in its schema to standardize learn-
ing object description. The nine categories are General, Life
Cycle, Meta Metadata, Technical, Educational, Rights, Re-
lation, Annotation, and Classification. It also specifies the
XML and Resource Description Framework (RDF) [44]
binding frameworks for LOM. From the information pro-
cessing point of view, LOM framework emphasizes more on
content packaging level rather than the semantic description
of content.

In cooperation with LOM framework, SCORM pro-
vides a Content Aggregation Model (CAM) and a Run-
time Environment (RTE) for learning objects in Web-based
learning. The SCORM model aims to coordinate emerg-
ing technologies and commercial/public implementations
by referencing a set of interrelated technical specifications
and guidelines. The SCORM model defines the assets in
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learning, shared content objects, content packaging and se-
quencing, and the common mechanism of learning resource
communication.

Under the framework of LOM and SCORM, users might
be able to access different learning packages across plat-
forms (if it is allowed), but the traditional semantic informa-
tion retrieval problem still exists, which is similar to search-
ing information on the WWW. However, unlike generic Web
searching environments, e-Learning environments are sup-
posed to be more organised and tailored for learners, as most
learners have paid to be instructed. In this case, the seman-
tic integration and management issue is of greater impor-
tance in e-Learning. It is the key to help the learners to get
exactly the right knowledge access point to learning mate-
rials and indicate all relevant knowledge in context. This is
an important issue to be addressed and resolved in modern
e-Learning.

In terms of learning object description, there still exist
many other content-focused markup languages besides of
IEEE LOM. For example, TArgeted Reuse and GEneration
of TEAching Materials (TargeTeam) [50], Tutorial Markup
Language (TML) [51], and Procedural Markup Language
(PML) for multimedia presentations [43]. This implies that
the same learning resource could end up with different for-
mats of description in different LMSs because of the variety
of description languages. In some cases, ontology mapping
and schema manipulation can contribute to semantic integra-
tion in cooperation with other supporting technologies for
specific types of resources. As an example, Outline Proces-
sor Markup Language (OPML) [40] is good at dealing with
the outline semantics of web pages. However, these tech-
niques are usually domain-specific, which implies that se-
mantic integration of multimedia contents and other textual
contents is still an open issue in e-Learning.

Apart from the learning content issues, there is another
concern in e-Learning: learning process and pedagogy [54].
There are three options for any learning technology when
it comes to pedagogy: no pedagogy at all (also known as
‘pedagogy-neutral’), single pedagogy, and multiple pedago-
gies [53]. LOM and SCORM as e-Learning specifications
have not taken the pedagogy support issue as one of the core
issues in their specifications. SCORM only enables an in-
frastructure for learning content delivery and organisation.
Other pedagogy-friendly e-Learning specifications include
Educational Modelling Language (EML) from Open Uni-
versity of the Netherlands [18] and Learning Design (LD)
from IMS [34] derived from EML. Education Modelling
Language (EML) and LD address the pedagogy issues in
processes within ‘units of learning’ or whole tasks (like a
course). Education Modelling Language (EML) and LD also
provide a pedagogical meta-model to support various di-
dactical learning approaches (both objectivist and construc-
tivist) [26]. Another important project addressing the learn-
ing process is PALO [41]. Whereas EML uses a meta-model
approach to explicitly describe the pedagogical approach
used with PALO the pedagogy is implicit in the particular
PALO template used.

In terms of commercial development and support, both
PALO and EML/LD have a long way to go. Nevertheless,
to make an impact in the ultimate lifelong e-Learning expe-
rience, semantic integration and interoperation of learning
experience (processes and activities) across learning man-
agement systems and specifications will play a significant
role in intelligent e-Learning in the future.

3 A Context-mediated approach on semantic integration

In this paper, we present a novel context mediated approach
to address the semantic integration issue in e-Learning. The
proposed framework aims to enable semantic operations
over heterogeneous multi-media learning resources across
knowledge domains, even across the WWW and the SW,
and consequently build a solid infrastructure for the appli-
cation of learning theories for intelligent e-Learning in an
integrated e-Learning environment.

3.1 Definition of context

Current research activities around context mainly come from
two fields: context-aware pervasive computing [38], and
contextual logical reasoning [3, 37] in Artificial Intelligence.
Research on context-aware mobile computing mainly uses
physical location context information collected from digi-
tal sensors. They define contexts as “(i.e. whether a per-
son, place or object) that are considered relevant to the in-
teraction between a user and an application, including the
user and the application themselves. Context is typically
the location, identity and state of people, groups and com-
putational and physical objects” [14]. In Artificial Intel-
ligence, context is interpreted as ‘a collection of relevant
conditions and surrounding influences that make a situa-
tion unique and comprehensible’ [11]. This paper addresses
the context issue from the knowledge engineering point of
view in order to facilitate knowledge reuse and refinement in
e-Learning environments. Proposed approach deals with se-
mantic contextual knowledge more than low-level physical
sensor information. Corresponding contextual knowledge
manipulations focus on engineering issues such as knowl-
edge representation, retrieval and reuse proposed, rather than
abstract logical reasoning.

In this paper, we define the concept of semantic context
as follows:

Definition Context of an entity (i.e. an object, an event, or a
process) is a collection of semantic situational information
that characterizes the entity’s internal features or opera-
tions and external relations under a specific situation.

The notion of context in this paper is used to structure an
intermediate layer above existing syntax-oriented informa-
tion presentation for semantic-oriented integration and inter-
operation in the future. Typically considered static resource
and dynamic process description elements include:
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Fig. 1 Evolution of the web

– general metadata of entities, such as title, author, key
words, publish date, version, etc.;

– literal statements, such as free annotations of multimedia
resources like images, audio, video, presentations, etc.;

– conceptual models, such as system models, learning pro-
cesses, mind maps, etc.;

– hybrids of statements and conceptual models to repre-
sent contextual knowledge;

– descriptive interlinks between different knowledge do-
mains, and interlinks between description elements
across contexts.

3.2 Context intermediation

In terms of semiotics [39], the WWW can be regarded as
a web of symbols and so can the next generation of the
Web—the Semantic Web. There are three levels in informa-
tion and knowledge representation: syntactic, semantic and
pragmatic. Based on this theory, Singh presents a potential
development track of the Web: syntactic WWW → the Se-
mantic Web → the Pragmatic Web [49]. The Pragmatic Web
distinguishes other Webs with its context-awareness, which
is the closest to human nature in understanding. In [39] Mor-
ris points out that pragmatic contextual approaches always
play important roles in understanding the real semantics. Re-
flection on this idea in Web evolution could be described
as Fig. 1, which features an interesting loop of context-
awareness coming back from the Pragmatic Web and merg-
ing into the process towards the Semantic Web.

The other side of the problem is: can the existing Web
technologies solve the problems towards the SW without
context awareness? RDF is the most widely accepted specifi-
cation in WWW/SW research for machine-understanding of
resources. But in reality, after six years, people still have not
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Fig. 2 Context mediated semantic integration approach across the WWW and the SW

seen any outstanding, influential and popular applications
of RDF-based technologies. Interestingly, existing specifi-
cations based on RDF such as DARPA Agent Markup Lan-
guage with Ontology Inference Layer (DAML+OIL) [13]
and Web Ontology Language (OWL) [33] try to operate
simply based on RDF. Actually, RDF itself is very flexi-
ble and has nothing to do with context awareness because
it is designed for representing generic semantics. Follow-
ing the theory of signs [39], and also considering the im-
portance of integrating or merging existing non-RDF-based
application with those RDF-based SW applications, a prag-
matic context-aware approach will be needed.

Considering that the open nature of the Web and the het-
erogeneous nature of the resources, which will remain the
same in the future, this paper proposes a new approach of
a ‘context artifact’ (CA) to address the semantic integra-
tion issue of the semantics-oriented applications along with
the evolution of the Web technologies. As shown in Fig. 2,
on one hand, the CA approach inherits the traditional and
widely accepted metadata description method on the WWW;
on the other hand, it aims to converge with the emerging SW
information architectures. By applying the CA approach in
existing applications on the current WWW, it will contribute
to semantic integration and interoperation across the WWW
and the SW in the future.

The CA layer operates as an intermediate layer between
content descriptions of static resources and dynamic pro-
cesses and those intelligent applications featuring logic
reasoning and proof. In contrast to the SW cake stack [8],
content descriptions are more WWW friendly, which could
be based on either XHTML/XML or even RDF, while
intelligent operations are more SW-friendly, which involves
Agents, Logic Reasoning, Decision Making and Multi-
Agent Cooperation. Another important component in the
context-based approach is the vertical access/security/trust
module, which is dedicated to enable measurable trustwor-
thiness management of resources or services in different
contexts.

Based on our previous work in context-based RSS
(RDF Site Summary/ Really Simple Syndication) [42]
news aggregation using Agents [25], this paper presents
a new context mediated e-Learning semantic integration
framework as shown in Fig. 3. The framework architec-
ture is designed based on the service-oriented approach,
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which addresses many issues using one generic context-
aware methodology and under a single architecture for con-
tent description, process management, and pervasive ac-
cess, interoperation and reuse. The proposed framework
also features the use of intelligent personal and service
Agents, the concept of context mediation, and an e-Learning
orientation.

The semantic integration architecture also shows how
the proposed context intermediation model works in real
practice. Interacting with users, personal Agents are ex-
pected to adapt the preferences of individual users and
profiling user information for personalized services. Per-
sonal Agents co-operate with learning service agents, who
directly access the service context model to understand
the operation environment and related schemas. In the
understanding process, semantics parsers act as interpre-
tors for Agents to understand information encoding for-
mats/languages, whilst ontologies act as the vocabularies,
grammars, and rules for referencing and inferencing. These
operations of personal and service Agents could be regarded
as examples of ‘Intelligent Operations’ in Fig. 2. If we re-
gard those content and process information packages from
various sources as ‘Content Descriptions’ in the context
intermediation model, the learning context service model
then could be seen as an instance of the ‘Context Artifact’
accordingly.

The content description and process description part of
the context model is always referred to or transformed from
the original descriptions in XML/RDF from various sources
(e.g. LOM, SCORM, EML, LD, etc.). However the service
description part integrates contextual descriptions at a higher
level to summarize the semantics of service (either con-
tent context or process context). When semantic interoper-
ations are necessary, related schema manipulation or ontol-

ogy mapping information will be given in the service con-
text model. In this way, the whole context model acts like
a lightweight middleware in content and process description
in learning practices.

3.3 Multi-media semantic integration context model

3.3.1 Context formalization

In order to integrate the semantics of multi-media re-
sources, we propose a generic context mediation model as
follows:

Let x represent a multi-media object.
Let s represent semantically isolated segments in media

(i.e. shot/track in video/audio, parts in image or text).
If K S represents a non-empty set (K S �= ∅) of all con-

textual or Knowledge Sources of Object x ;
and ASD represents a set of Annotators’ Semantic De-

scriptions of Object x (could be empty).
The semantic Description Scheme (DS) of Object x rep-

resents a combination of K S and ASD in context, which
could be described as Eq. (1):

DSs(x) = K Ss ∪ ASDs (1)

If let RD represent a non-empty set (RD �= ∅) of all
Resource Descriptors of Object x .

Let E P represent a non-empty set of all Extracted Prop-
erties (EP) from Object x , where E P ⊂ RD, E P �= ∅.

Let ARD represent a non-empty set of all Annotators’
Resource Description of Object x , where ARD ⊂ RD,
ARD �= ∅. (Note that E P and ARD are disjoint subsets
of RD.)
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Therefore, the semantics of multi-media object x in con-
text as C O N (x) can be represented as Eq. (2):

C O N (x) = RD(x) ∪ DS(x)

= E P(x) ∪ ARD(x) ∪
n∑

s=1

DSs(x) (2)

where n = total number of s.
The whole context description model could be illustrated

as Fig. 4.
The XML/RDF schema of the context model is de-

scribed as follows (part):
<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’UTF-8’?>
<!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [

<!ENTITY rdf ’http://www.w3.org/
1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#’>

<!ENTITY rdfs ’http://www.w3.org/
2000/01/rdf-schema#’>

<!ENTITY mmcontext ’http://
www.cic.hull.ac.uk/

research/mmcontext.rdfs#’>
]>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="&rdf;" xmlns:

rdfs="&rdfs;"
xmlns:mmcontext=

"&mmcontext;" >
<rdfs:Class rdf:about=

"&mmcontext;Entity"
rdfs:label="Entity">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=

"&rdfs; Resource"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="&mmcontext;

ContextFocus"
rdfs:label="Object">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="

&mmcontext;Entity"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="&mmcontext;

DescriptionScheme"
rdfs:label="DS">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="

&mmcontext;
Entity"/>

</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="&mmcontext;

KnowledgeSource"
rdfs:label="KS">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="

&mmcontext;
DescriptionScheme"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="&mmcontext;
AnnotatorSemanticDescription"

rdfs:label="ASD">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="

&mmcontext;
DescriptionScheme"/>

</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="&mmcontext;

ResourceDescriptor"
rdfs:label="RD">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="

&mmcontext;
Entity"/>

</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="&mmcontext;

AnnotatorResourceDescription"
rdfs:label="ARD">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="

&mmcontext;
ResourceDescriptor"/>

</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="&mmcontext;

ExtactedProperty"
rdfs:label="EP">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="

&mmcontext;
ResourceDescriptor"/>

</rdfs:Class>
</rdf:RDF>

As the context model is designed to be a conceptual
model, there is no problem to bind context descriptions into
XML rather than RDF. As shown in Fig. 3, the context
model is not specifically content-oriented. Process descrip-
tion could also be integrated into the framework, which is
addressed by the learning service schema across platforms.

3.3.2 Learning service schema for integration

The generic context schema above is proposed to facilitate
high level understanding of the context approach and related
generic terms. Another important component of the model is
its Learning Service Description Schema, which is outlined
in Fig. 5.

The general terms defined in the schema are set to facili-
tate the general understanding of content and process in var-
ious learning environments and from various specification
platforms. Concrete descriptions in content and processes
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Fig. 5 Learning service schema
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will use the context mediated model in Fig. 4 for the pur-
pose of storage and management. To the end users and intel-
ligent Agents, semantic integration takes place at the context
artifact level based on the understanding of the contextual
information.

3.4 Multi-media semantics generation and retrieval

3.4.1 Multi-media semantics generation

One of the challenging problems in multimedia content
management is automatic semantics capturing of continuous
media resources. Under the generic multi-media semantic
integration framework and based on the context mediation
model, we develop a prototype system—Context Manager
(CONMAN) for multi-media semantics generation, inte-
gration and management. It aims at semi-automatic se-
mantics generation and authoring for heterogeneous media
resources in an integrated environment. The CONMAN sys-
tem has four important components: media aggregator, se-
mantic scrapper, semantic parser, and semantic matcher. The
system work flow is described in Fig. 6.

The Media Aggregator is normally where the automatic
annotation operation is initiated from. A base Universal Re-
source Identifier (URI) is passed to it and then it scans
through looking for known media types. If a media object

Media Aggregator

WWW/
Semantic Web

Semantic Scrapper

Semantic Parser

Ontologies

Ontologies

Knolwdge
Source
Processor

Integrated
Learning
Mediation
Framework

Media
Knowledge

Objects

Learning
Metadata

Semantic Matcher

User Interface

Fig. 6 CONMAN system media semantics generation work flow

is found, the semantic scraper component is invoked on
the URI before continuing with the annotation. For semi-
automatic annotation, the URI of the media is simply sup-
plied.

The Semantic Scrapper applies dedicated web scrapping
techniques with the aid of taxonomies to gather additional
information about the media object that could add to better
semantic description of the media content.

The Semantic Parser detects content segments (e.g.
video shots in video, tracks in audio) in the continuous me-
dia object. The detected segments are passed to the Seman-
tic Matcher for matching against the media ontology knowl-
edge base. Also, the Knowledge Source Processor is invoked
depending on media type. The Knowledge Source Processor
identifies and processes other possible semantic knowledge
sources for media type. For example, in the case of video or
audio, a possible knowledge source could be the transcrip-
tion of audio to text.

The CONMAN prototype system for multi-media se-
mantics management is developed in Java and its provisional
user interface is shown in Fig. 7. In the system, external
or internal context-related multiple media resources in dif-
ferent formats (e.g. lecture video/audio, image, presentation
slides, text/html documents) could be opened on the Media
Window panel. Content descriptions in context could be cre-
ated and modified on the Resource Description panel. Tem-
poral audio/video resources can also be browsed in Semantic
Segments on the preview panel. With references to on-
tologies and schemas, integrated semantic descriptions of a
knowledge objects could be saved in the centralized knowl-
edge base, in the options of XML or RDF.

3.4.2 Semantic media retrieval

In the Semantic Matcher, images are matched based on the
colour, texture, and shape attributes, which uses traditional
image retrieval techniques. Images are seldom identical,
and therefore matching is based on a similarity-measuring
function for the visual attributes and a set of weights for
each attribute. The score is the relative distance between
two images being compared. The score for each attribute
is used to determine the degree of similarity when images
are compared, with a smaller distance reflecting a closer
match.

A media ontology knowledge base is stored in an Oracle
database using Oracle interMedia features. When matching
key frames in a video clip, a weight is attached to each of the
visual attributes (shape, colour, and texture) and interMe-
dia calculates a similarity measure for each visual attribute.
Weight values can be between 0.0 and 1.0. The similarity
measure for each visual attribute is calculated as the score
between the two images with respect to that attribute. The
score can range from 0.00 (no difference) to 100.0 (maxi-
mum possible difference).

Equation (3) shows how the weighted sum of elementary
distances is calculated, for the purpose of determining the
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Fig. 7 GUI of CONMAN, a multi-media semantic context manager

degree of similarity between two images:

Similarity =
∑

attribute:t
Weightt × Scoret (3)

where t ∈ {colour, texture, shape, . . . }.
A threshold value � is normally given in the match pro-

cess that if the weighted sum of the scores for the visual
attributes is less than or equal to the threshold, the images
match; otherwise, the images do not match.

Video content matching could also follow the image
matching approach using the keyframes generated. In
multimedia computing area, there is enough related work
including content-based image retrieval (CBIR) and video
summarization and MPEG-7 search. Therefore, this kind
of physical feature based media retrieval function is not
the core contribution of the framework and system in terms
of semantics retrieval, but the generic context artifact level
semantics retrieval is.

3.5 Context-based semantic information retrieval

Traditional search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, and
Altavista normally use keyword based retrieval mechanism,
which is hard to specify a context. For example, ‘apple and
computer’ might stand for a scene of an apple besides a
computer in the user’s mind, but it is hard to represent it
in traditional keywords-based information retrieval. On the
other hand, the RDF Query language (RDQL) [45] is still in
development. RDQL basically works in a traditional SQL-
like ‘Select-Where-’ style. There is no generic RDF resource
search engine influential on the Web at this moment, our de-

velopments follow the simplicity principle in HCI in terms
of usability.

To address this issue, we propose a simple context-based
retrieval approach, which features a simple predicate/object
pair model. This model not only follows the most intu-
itive and primitive description and expression in natural
languages, but also compatible with RDF-based query and
search in the future.

As shown in Fig. 8, the user could either choose to use
the basic query—traditional keyword interface to perform
the search, or to use the simple query interface to generate
predicate/object pairs to specify the context. In this example,
the query could be described as ‘is a university website, has
academia, has students, also provides forum’, and structured
in four pairs as <isa, university website>, < ∗,students>,
< ∗,academia>, <provides, forum>, more rows of pairs
could be added if necessary. By giving the flexibility to user
to specify the context in retrieval, the system has less of a
semantic ambiguity problem than traditional information re-
trieval systems.

Once the query context is defined, the system will pass
the context model to the search engine. The search engine
works with XML query mechanisms (e.g. XQuery [56]) and
RDF query mechanisms (e.g. RDQL). In the case of RDQL
search execution, there might be duplicated results shown in
the same physical object. To resolve this problem, a group
manger is created. When the first matched raw result comes
up, the group manager will allocate a group for it and the du-
plicated match results that happened in the same raw result
object will be re-weighted and the ranking will be recalcu-
lated when the iterations of single context query or multiple
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Fig. 8 Semantics retrieval based on context

contexts query go on. An example of result list in RDF is
shown in Fig. 8.

Another important issue involved in the context inte-
gration and retrieval process in the system is interfacing
the context descriptions based on the model formalized in
Sect. 3.3.1 to the predicate/object pairs in retrieval process.
For example, a learning object could use LOM and Dublin
Core metadata element ‘creator’ in descriptions, its poten-
tial corresponding predicate will be ‘CreatedBy’ or ‘Au-
thoredBy’ in retrieval. To make the system work, there needs
to be a semantics mapping process between ‘creator’ and
‘CreatedBy/AuthoredBy’, which is not available with tradi-
tional search engines at this moment. From this example, we
can see that a solution to this problem is to use simple infer-
encing rules between nouns and verbs/predicates generated
from thesauri such as WordNet [55].

This integrated semantic retrieval approach is not only
able to work with the context-based learning knowledge
within the framework, but also to interoperate with other
generic XML/RDF-based semantic e-Learning resources in
other LMSs. This gives the context-based e-Learning frame-
work a great advantage in semantic integration and interop-
eration across knowledge domains in learning practices.

4 New approaches to support intelligent e-Learning

In addition to enabling semantic-based information ser-
vice in e-Learning, there is another important issue to be

considered in modern e-Learning: learning theory applica-
tion in relation to pedagogy. Existing solutions such as EML,
LD, and PALO have shown a promising feature of support-
ing pedagogies in learning. It is also of great importance to
manage knowledge and apply learning theories in practice
in an integrated semantic e-Learning environment. Within
the proposed context-aware learning framework, we look
into the possibilities of enabling learner-centric knowledge-
oriented e-Learning from different perspectives.

4.1 Knowledge object visualization with knowledge
network

Both learning-by-doing and learning-by-teaching methods
are all about processing of knowledge: from knowledge cre-
ation, to knowledge transfer and diffusion [21]. Compar-
ing with learning objects, knowledge objects are more of a
contextual sense. Effective knowledge management in edu-
cation and learning enables better know-how creation and
accumulation, which has become central to economic per-
formance [21]. In the e-Learning context, we classify knowl-
edge objects of knowledge communication in higher educa-
tion e-Learning environments [24] into different levels. The
three levels of knowledge objects are: tangible knowledge
objects, tactical knowledge objects, and empirical knowl-
edge objects (as shown in Table 1).

As a key to a knowledge-oriented learning framework,
visualization of knowledge objects in contexts could help
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Table 1 Knowledge objects of knowledge communication in higher
education

Categories Instances

Tangible objects Textbooks, lecture slides and video,
further readings, references, coursework,
exam papers, experimental equipments

Tactical objects Programme specifications, module
syllabus, student handbooks

Empirical objects Module questionnaires, feedbacks,
PDP (Personal Development
Planning)

learners in self-directed revision and help instructors in con-
tent coordination across modules and programmes. In this
paper, we present a new tactical knowledge network for
visualization based on real learning programme and mod-
ule specifications. Figure 9 describes part of the knowl-
edge network of CIC (Centre for Internet Computing) under-
graduate programme specification under the national (U.K.)
Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education (QAA)
framework.

There are three dimensions in the knowledge network:
Modules, Learning Outcome Related Skills, and Knowledge
Object (Tactical). The nodes in the space indicate the key
knowledge check points in learning and teaching, and differ-
ent colours indicate different levels of the programme (i.e.
BSc Year 1, Year 2, and Year 3). The edges between the
nodes indicate the relation between the knowledge check
points. The vertex of the multi-dimensional knowledge net-
work is the user, which could be learner or instructor.
Using common graph visualization approaches, the whole
network could be visualized for the users and could be inter-
active in zooming, focusing, node information expanding,
and so on. This knowledge network gives both the learn-
ers and the instructors a direct and general overview of
what they are learning/teaching, what they need to know be-
fore hand or afterwards. The knowledge network visualizes
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Fig. 9 Undergraduate programme knowledge network (part), Centre for Internet Computing, University of Hull, UK

the contextualized learning information generated from the
semi-automatic multimedia semantics generation and man-
ual annotation based on the context model. A knowledge
base stores the multi-media content descriptions and learn-
ing process descriptions based on the same semantic integra-
tion context model.

4.2 Enhanced Kolb’s learning cycle in semantic e-Learning

To provide a learning environment with adequate scientific
learning supports for learners, we look into related learn-
ing theories in education. Among the most popular theories,
D.A. Kolb’s learning cycle features ‘experience, reflection,
generalisation, and test’ four steps [31]. To apply the generic
learning theory in self-directed learning practice, we design
a content and process integrated e-Learning cycle in con-
junction with Kolb’s cycle with the support of a knowledge
network throughout.

As shown in Fig. 10, the enhanced e-Learning cycle
model still has four generic steps, but apply in practice
with concrete concepts and activities in learning and teach-
ing practices, which could be implemented with the con-
tent description, process description, knowledge network,
and other supporting technologies. This model is expected
to guide various types of learning in practice in the learning
support context.

By coordinating the abstract learning model (inner cy-
cle) with concrete learning activities (outer cycle) in context,
learners and instructors see how practices could be guided
by the theories. In this process, personal Agents help indi-
vidual learners to find out what have been done, what need
to be done, and which methods are the most suitable in con-
texts. In terms of a human computer interface, similar to the
knowledge network, this process could be also visualized in
a Java 3D environment.
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Fig. 10 Enhanced Kolb’s learning cycle with support of knowledge
network and reflection on e-Learning activities

4.3 A learning healthcare framework towards intelligent
e-Learning

To apply existing and enhanced learning models in real
e-Learning practice, especially self-directed e-Learning, we
propose a novel learning healthcare framework, which uses
intelligent Agents to facilitate learning knowledge manage-
ment. Agents can help us to collect, filter, and manage se-
mantic information in learning activities (no matter which
learning model/style in use). In our previous work in con-
tent syndication based on RSS [25], we used Java Agents
developed on the JADE framework [7] to carry out semantic-
based operations, which are similar to those in e-Learning
practices.

The basic idea of this framework is to enable the close
interaction between the learning activities and learning tar-
gets. The knowledge network can provide a graph of check
points for the learners, but they might not be able to know
where the problems are, and when the problems need to be
solved in order to process to the next stage. Therefore, there
is a great need to have a health-check framework to help the
learners in practice. As the knowledge base stores the con-
textual learning process information in relation to the learn-
ing content of the learners, the diagnosis process could be
carried out automatically based on certain rules and using
indicators to notify learners. The whole framework structure
is described in Fig. 11. The major contribution of this frame-
work is to leverage the e-Learning environment context im-
pact rather than traditional self-guided or instructor-guided
learning. With the support of the knowledge network and
learning healthcare framework, learners are expected to have
a clearer view of the learning content and learning process
through the learning cycle, while making use of all contex-
tual related semantic information.

In terms of implementation, the knowledge base is ex-
pected to implemented in an XML database, which could
improve the low level data retrieval of the encoded static
and dynamic information. High level information process-
ing, based on contexts, uses a context processing engine,
which is dedicated to recording, retrieval, transformation,

LearnersInstructors

e-Learning
Envoirnm ent

Evaluation and
Assessm ent

Agent

Indexes /
Indic ators

Rules
Princ iples

Diganosis

Agent Agent

Know ledge Base

Fig. 11 An integrated learning healthcare framework with support of
intelligent agents and knowledge base

and communication oriented towards various services in ap-
plications such as e-Learning. The context processing engine
operates like a middle-ware in the framework, which corre-
sponds to the context artifact described in Fig. 2. To bring
in personalized learning service, intelligent Agents help in
recording down the learning activities and history, which
could be used for user profiling and learning advice based
on analysis of learning theories and learner case studies in
similar contexts. This feature is expected to be accomplished
using advanced natural language processing and logical rea-
soning techniques based on the contextual information pro-
vided by the knowledge base.

5 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we present a context-based framework to-
wards integrating semantics of multi-media resources and
processes in e-Learning. The proposed context intermedia-
tion model aims to bring a pragmatic context artifact layer
into traditional heterogeneous media content descriptions,
and to work towards a more integrated service-oriented ar-
chitecture. Related development issues such as semantics
generation and retrieval are also discussed in the paper with
an example of a prototype in media semantics management
and in context-based semantics retrieval.

To support intelligent e-Learning services within the
context-aware information service framework, we propose
to integrate various types of knowledge objects into an in-
tegrated knowledge network to facilitate the coordination of
contents for the instructors and assist the learning and re-
vision process for the student. Based on the support of the
knowledge network and intelligent agents, concrete learn-
ing activities of individuals are to be explicitly guided by
learning theories such as Kolb’s learning cycle [31]. Fur-
ther development of a learning healthcare framework, with
the aid of knowledge base and logical reasoning techniques,
is expected to deliver more intelligent semantic understand-
ing of learning processes, as well as learning contents, for
learners, and consequently build a learner-centric intelligent
e-Learning environment.
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Future work involves further developments on multi-
media semantics semi-automatic generation and manage-
ment, personal Agents to support personalized learning in
the learning healthcare framework, and pedagogy education
theories application in practice.
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